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(57) ABSTRACT 

A traf?c violation or event detection, recording and process 
ing system and method is disclosed Which includes at least 
one camera (20 and 30) for monitoring a region under 
surveillance (31 and 33); means for supplying independently 
sourced and veri?able time, date and location of a violation; 
a storing means (54) for storing continuous images taken by 
the camera; a non-intrusive violation detection means for 
detecting vehicle presence and movement and for providing 
an indication of a violation; and processing means for 
identifying images stored in the storage means and Which 
relate to a violation detected by the violation detection 
means so that images associated With a violation are iden 
ti?able and can be processed to provide evidence of the 
violation and also identify the vehicle associated With the 
violation. 
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TRAFFIC VIOLATION DETECTION, RECORDING 
AND EVIDENCE PROCESSING SYSTEM 

RELATED APPLICATION 

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part of US. 
application Ser. No. 10/430,032 ?led 5 May 2003. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] This invention relates to a violation detection and 
recording system for tra?ic violations such as red light tra?ic 
violations or speed violations and a violation evidence 
management and processing system. 

BACKGROUND ART 

[0003] Tra?ic camera laW enforcement has traditionally 
used 35 mm ?lm-based cameras for the detection of speed 
and red-light violations. 

[0004] In the case of red light violations, the camera is 
used in conjunction With vehicle detection systems that are 
usually in-ground (in-road) sensors eg inductive loops, 
Which detect the presence of a vehicle at a particular point 
on the roadWay. The camera system is also connected to the 
tra?ic signal controller, generally the red feed for the pur 
pose of co-coordinating to the red signal phase. In principle 
an image of an offending vehicle is taken When a vehicle is 
detected about to enter the intersection, and/ or in the inter 
section during the red signal phase. A common practice is to 
take tWo (2) images of a vehicle as it progresses through the 
intersection in order to provide sufficient evidence for a 
prosecution. 
[0005] With speed violations, similar ?lm-based cameras 
are used With a speed-measuring device4either in-ground 
loops for ?xed-speed traps, or radar commonly used by 
mobile speed enforcement units. For speed enforcement, a 
picture of the vehicle is captured When the speed measuring 
system detects a vehicle traveling at a speed in excess of a 
preset threshold speed. 

[0006] The ?lm-camera systems have required White light 
illumination generally in the form of ?ash units, to provide 
sufficient light to capture violation images in poor ambient 
light or at night. 

[0007] With the advent of digital imaging tra?ic cameras 
the ?lm-based cameras are being replaced by digital cameras 
hoWever the violation detection and recording and illumi 
nation systems have remained fundamentally as for ?lm 
based operations. 

[0008] Similarly While the advent of digital cameras is 
removing the need to digitise ?lm images to alloW auto 
mated processing and alloWs the option of centralised pro 
cessing, processing softWare still has to be installed and 
maintained locally in each processing or user location. 
Additionally, users other than authoriZed processing officers 
must typically request issue of violation information accord 
ing to standard formats or reports and are barred from 
interactivity With system data. 

[0009] The fundamental disadvantages of these commonly 
applied systems are: 

0010 a The detection s stem is invariabl unable to y y 
provide a trigger point that is su?iciently consistent to 
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ensure that the positioning of vehicles at the time of 
imaging is identical. To compensate for this a Wider angle 
lens is used With the consequence of reducing the avail 
able resolution for effective and e?icient license plate 
recognition during subsequent evidence processing; 

[0011] (b) Conventional system’s typically capture a 
single image of the vehicle licence plate. If this image is 
obscured or poorly focussed, it may be impossible to 
identify the vehicle. Likewise, With only one image of the 
driver, it may be di?icult or impossible to provide an 
identi?able driver image Where this is required; 

[0012] (c) High construction and maintenance costs (ie 
because of the costs of installing and maintaining in 
ground sensors, underground cabling and connections to 
tra?ic signal controllers, ?ash units and in some instances 
Where digital cameras are used, communications lines); 

[0013] (d) The use of ?ash illumination may be detrimen 
tal at night to oncoming tra?ic and has the potential to 
cause temporary driver blindness and consequent safety 
risks as Well as preventing authorities from deploying 
systems covertly; 

[0014] (e) The requirement to install ?ash illumination 
units (often on a separate pole) also incurs additional 
supply, installation, maintenance and running costs and 
creates additional visual pollution; 

[0015] (f) Where digital cameras are used, systems either 
require the availability of high-speed communications 
lines to meet the demands of communicating high-reso 
lution images, or else images and data must be collected 
manually; 

[0016] (g) Purpose built, high-resolution, digital tra?ic 
cameras are relatively expensive, adding to costs of tra?ic 
program installations and operation. 

[0017] (h) Tra?ic violation evidence collected by conven 
tional systems includes time and data information pro 
vided by the camera computer clock Which can be subject 
to error and therefore can prejudice the validity of evi 
dence. 

[0018] (i) The requirement that violation processing soft 
Ware be installed and maintained in all computers in all 
processing o?ices and on all client computer systems in 
the various client locations incurs high program imple 
mentation and support costs. 

[0019] (j) With the exception of authorised processing 
personnel, users of violation evidence such as courts or 
police departments have been denied interactive access to 
information held by the central processing system and 
have only been able to request and vieW standard reports 
prepared for them by the relevant processing office. 

[0020] Furthermore, tra?ic violation systems often use 
cameras Which are housed in dome enclosures. Using loW 
cost digital video cameras as capture devices places inherent 
limitations on the resolution of the video-footage. To counter 
this, a high poWered lens is required. HoWever, the siZe and 
Weight of high poWered lenses makes them impractical for 
dome enclosures, because much of the space in the enclosure 
needs to be taken up by a motor and moving mechanism for 
moving the camera. Thus, a reduced amount of room is 
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provided for the lens. Furthermore, the siZe of the camera 
and lens is limited by the power of the motor controlling its 
movement. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0021] The object of the invention is to provide a system 
Which addresses at least some of the above fundamental 
disadvantages of conventional systems. 

[0022] The invention, in a ?rst aspect, may be said to 
reside in a traf?c violation or event detection, recording and 
processing system, including: 

[0023] at least one camera for monitoring a region 
under surveillance; 

[0024] means for supplying independently sourced and 
veri?able time, date and location data to provide an 
indication of the time, date and location of a violation; 

[0025] a storing means for storing continuous images 
taken by the at least one camera; 

[0026] a non-intrusive violation detection means for 
detecting vehicle presence and movement through the 
region and for providing an indication of a violation; 
and 

[0027] processing means for identifying images stored 
in the storage means and Which relate to a violation 
detected by the violation detection means so that 
images associated With a violation are identi?able and 
can be processed to provide evidence of the violation 
and also identify the vehicle associated With the vio 
lation. 

[0028] This aspect of the invention may also be said to 
reside in a method of detecting a traf?c violation, including 
the steps of: 

[0029] monitoring a region of a roadWay With at least 
one camera; 

[0030] monitoring vehicle presence and movement 
through the region using a non-intrusive vehicle detec 
tion means storing images taken by the at least one 
camera; 

[0031] detecting a traf?c violation in the region under 
surveillance; 

[0032] determining images stored by the storage means 
and Which relate to the traf?c violation so that images 
can be used as evidence of the violation and also to 
identify the vehicle associated With the violation; and 

[0033] stamping the images With time, date and location 
data Which is independently sourced to provide the 
time, date and location of the violation. 

[0034] Thus, according to this aspect of the invention, 
there is no requirement to trigger camera imaging of 
vehicles in the region under surveillance because the cam 
eras continuously take images of that region. Images cap 
tured by the at least one camera can be used to shoW the 
violation and to identify the vehicle associated With the 
violation. Since the violation detection means detects When 
a violation occurs, and the continuous captured images 
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Which relate to that violation are determined, lo-lux, rela 
tively inexpensive cameras can be used that require no ?ash 
illumination. 

[0035] Thus, the system and method of this aspect of the 
invention do aWay With the need to provide an intrusive 
vehicle presence detection system such as inductive loops or 
other physical sensors and more importantly, the detection 
system need not provide a trigger point because the region 
under surveillance is continuously monitored by the cameras 
and images are continuously stored. 

[0036] In one embodiment of the invention the traf?c 
event being detected recorded and processed is a red light 
violation. 

[0037] In one embodiment of the invention the system 
includes at least one Wide angle camera and at least one 
narroW angle camera. The Wide angle camera can provide an 
image of the area under surveillance, and the narroW angle 
camera can provide an image Which enables a vehicle 
involved in the violation to be identi?ed. 

[0038] In this embodiment the violation detection means 
comprises image processing means for processing images 
captured by the said Wide angle camera or at least one 
narroW angle camera to identify changes in the colour of the 
tra?ic signals to thereby make a determination of the com 
mencement and end of a red light traf?c phase and therefore 
de?ne a violation period. If the violation detection means 
determines that a vehicle is in the region under surveillance 
during that period, a set of multiple images stored in the 
storage means for that period is identi?ed and then pro 
cessed to provide evidence of the violation event. Another 
set of multiple images captured by a narroW angle camera 
during that period is identi?ed and then processed also to 
identify the vehicle associated With the violation. Finally, if 
required under laW, a further set of multiple images captured 
by an additional narroW angle camera during that period is 
identi?ed and then processed to identify the driver of the 
vehicle associated With the violation. 

[0039] In this embodiment of the invention most prefer 
ably a vehicle in the region under surveillance during the red 
light phase period is determined by the processing means 
processing images captured by one of the cameras so that by 
comparing images a change in image can identify a vehicle 
passing through the region during the red light phase. Thus, 
in the preferred embodiment of the invention the Wide angle 
camera Which captures images of the region under surveil 
lance can also capture images of the traf?c signals to enable 
the red light phase of the signals to be identi?ed. HoWever, 
in other embodiments separate cameras could be used for 
capturing images of the region under surveillance and the 
tra?ic lights so that one camera is dedicated only to captur 
ing images of the traf?c lights and not the region under 
surveillance. 

[0040] Preferably the cameras are off the shelf digital or 
video cameras With an ability to take images in very loW (or 
close to Zero lux) lighting conditions and have an auto iris 
to adjust for such differing lighting conditions. Such cameras 
are readily available and made by numerous Well knoWn 
manufactures including Sony, Kodak, Canon, Philips and 
others. 

[0041] Preferably the cameras have a pixel resolution of 
768 by 576 and a sustainable imaging rate of at least tWenty 
?ve frames per second. 
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[0042] Preferably the storage means includes temporary 
memory buffers for temporarily continuously storing images 
taken by the Wide angle camera and at least one narroW 
angle camera, and a secondary storage means for storing 
images associated With a violation so that the images stored 
in the secondary storage means can be communicated for 
subsequent processing to provide the evidence of the vio 
lation and also the vehicle associated With the violation. All 
images recorded by the cameras are stamped With GPS 
sourced location, date and time information and other rel 
evant violation data. 

[0043] In this embodiment the images stored in the tem 
porary storage means can be deleted, or overwritten, after a 
predetermined period. 
[0044] In the preferred aspects of this embodiment the 
Wide angle camera continuously captures images of the 
traf?c signal so that the red traf?c signal can be identi?ed to 
make the determination of the commencement and end of 
the red light traf?c phase. 

[0045] In one embodiment the non-intrusive vehicle 
detection device that monitors vehicle presence in and 
movement through the intersection utilises a camera, 
mounted perpendicular to the roadWay, to continuously 
capture images of all traf?c lanes and applies computer 
imaging softWare to analyse these images to track and 
identify vehicle movement in the region under surveillance. 

[0046] In another embodiment of the invention, the non 
intrusive violation detection means comprises: 

[0047] apparatus for determining When a red light phase 
of a traf?c signal is present; and 

[0048] a device for determining When a vehicle has 
violated the red light phase of the traffic signal Whilst 
the red light phase of the tra?ic signal is active. 

[0049] In one embodiment the apparatus may comprise the 
said processing means for processing an image of the traf?c 
signal to identify When the red light phase of the traf?c 
signal is present. 

[0050] HoWever, in other embodiment the apparatus com 
prises an inductive sensor for determining When current is 
supplied to the traf?c signal to thereby provide an indication 
that the red light phase is active. 

[0051] In one embodiment the device for determining 
When the vehicle has violated the red light signal comprises 
a camera mounted perpendicular to the direction of traf?c 
?oW for determining When a vehicle crosses a predetermined 
line Whilst the red light phase is active, thereby indicating 
that the vehicle has committed a violation of the red light 
phase of the traf?c signal. 

[0052] In another embodiment the device may comprise at 
least one ranging laser for detecting a vehicle. 

[0053] In one embodiment a plurality of narroW angled 
cameras are utilised for monitoring respective parts of the 
region so that all parts of the region are monitored by the 
plurality of narroW angled cameras. 

[0054] In one embodiment each narroW angled camera 
monitors a lane of the roadWay. 

[0055] In one embodiment the narroW angled cameras are 
used to provide a series of images of the vehicle so that the 
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number plate of the vehicle can be identi?ed to thereby 
identify the vehicle associated With the violation. 

[0056] An enhancement of this red light violation detec 
tion and recording system may provide an intersection 
accident monitoring means to monitor and record images of 
tra?ic accidents Within the region under surveillance during 
any traf?c signal phase. 

[0057] In this enhancement, an accident monitoring means 
is incorporated to monitor and record the ambient sound 
Within the region under surveillance. 

[0058] Preferably the accident monitoring means Will 
comprise a sound monitoring device or microphone that 
analyses sound recordings to detect noise signatures of a 
tra?ic accident. When such a noise signature is detected, a 
set of multiple images taken by the Wide angle camera and 
stored in the storage means for that period is identi?ed to 
provide a visual record of the traf?c accident. 

[0059] In a second embodiment of the invention the traf?c 
event being detected recorded and processed is a speed 
violation. 

[0060] In this embodiment the violation detection means 
comprises vehicle speed determining means for determining 
the speed of a vehicle in the region under surveillance. 

[0061] Most preferably the speed determination means 
comprises a non-intrusive Doppler radar system or a laser 
device. 

[0062] In this embodiment When a vehicle is detected 
exceeding a preset speed threshold by the violation detection 
means a set of multiple images stored in the storage means 
and associated With the violation is identi?ed and processed 
to provide evidence of the violation and also to identify the 
vehicle associated With the violation. 

[0063] Preferably the temporary storage means comprises 
temporary memory buffers. 

[0064] Preferably the cameras are off the shelf digital or 
video cameras With an ability to take images in very loW (or 
close to Zero lux) lighting conditions and have an auto iris 
to adjust for such differing lighting conditions. Such cameras 
are readily available and made by numerous Well knoWn 
manufactures including Sony, Kodak, Canon, Philips and 
others. 

[0065] Preferably the cameras have a pixel resolution of 
768 by 576 and a sustainable imaging rate of at least tWenty 
?ve frames per second. 

[0066] The invention may also be said reside in a traf?c 
violation detection, recording and evidence processing sys 
tem, including: 

[0067] at least one camera for monitoring a region 
under surveillance and for vieWing a traf?c signal 
Which includes traf?c lights Which change, to control 
How of traf?c through the region; 

[0068] temporary storage means for continuously stor 
ing images taken by the at least one camera; 

[0069] processing means for processing images taken 
by the at least one camera to determine changes in 
tra?ic lights of the traf?c signal to determine the 
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commencement and end of a traf?c phase of the traf?c 
signal to de?ne a violation period; and 

[0070] processing means for determining that a viola 
tion has occurred from the images captured by the at 
least one camera and for identifying those images in the 
temporary storage means Which are associated With the 
violation so that those images associated With the 
violation can be processed to provide evidence of the 
violation and to identify the vehicle associated With the 
violation. 

[0071] Preferably the processing means includes second 
ary storage means for storing the images originally stored in 
the temporary storage means and Which are associated With 
the violation. 

[0072] Preferably the system includes a communication 
link for communicating images stored in the secondary 
storage device to a central facility for processing to provide 
evidence of the violation and identify the vehicle associated 
With the violation and the driver if required. 

[0073] In one embodiment at least one camera comprises 
a Wide angle camera Which captures an image of the region 
under surveillance and also of the traf?c signal, and a 
plurality of narroW angle cameras for monitoring different 
parts of the region under surveillance. 

[0074] Preferably the secondary storage device comprises 
a hard disc of the processing means. 

[0075] Preferably the communication link is a Wireless 
and/ or Internet enabled communication link for transmission 
of data including the images relating to a violation from the 
processing means to a central facility. 

[0076] This aspect of the invention may also be said to 
reside in a method of detecting a tra?ic violation including 
the steps of: 

[0077] detecting a region of a roadWay and a traf?c 
signal by at least one camera; 

[0078] continuously capturing images of the region and 
signal and temporarily storing those images; 

[0079] detecting from the images changes in the traf?c 
signal so that the commencement and end of a particu 
lar light traf?c phase can be determined to de?ne a 
violation period; and 

[0080] detecting a tra?ic violation in the violation 
period and identifying the stored images associated 
With the violation so that the stored images can be 
processed to provide evidence of the violation and 
identify the vehicle associated With the violation. 

[0081] In a third embodiment of the invention the traf?c 
event being detected recorded and processed is an traf?c 
accident occuring in an intersection. 

[0082] In this embodiment the event detection means 
comprises sound monitoring means for determining the 
sound level of a vehicle in the region under surveillance. 

[0083] The sound monitoring means comprises a micro 
phone and ambient sound measuring device. 

[0084] In this embodiment When the sound monitoring 
means detects a vehicle exceeding a preset noise threshold 
a set of multiple images recorded by the Wide angle camera 
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and corresponding sound recordings associated With the 
violation are stored in the storage means and are identi?ed 
and processed to provide a visual record of the accident. 

[0085] Preferably the temporary storage means comprises 
temporary memory buffers. 

[0086] Preferably the cameras are off the shelf digital or 
video cameras With an ability to take images in very loW (or 
close to Zero lux) lighting conditions and have an auto iris 
to adjust for such differing lighting conditions. Such cameras 
are readily available and made by numerous Well knoWn 
manufactures including Sony, Kodak, Canon, Philips and 
others. 

[0087] Preferably the cameras have a pixel resolution of 
768 by 576 and a sustainable imaging rate of at least tWenty 
?ve frames per second. 

[0088] This aspect of the invention may also be said reside 
in a tra?ic event detection recording and processing system, 
including; 

[0089] at least one Wide angle camera for monitoring a 
region under surveillance; 

[0090] a sound monitoring means to monitor and record 
ambient sound in the region under surveillance; 

[0091] temporary storage means for continuously stor 
ing images taken by the at least one camera and 
corresponding sound recordings; and 

[0092] processing means for determining that an inter 
section accident has occurred by analysing the sound 
recordings obtained by the sound monitoring means 
and identifying those sound recordings and images 
Which are associated With the accident event to provide 
a visual record of the event. 

[0093] Preferably the temporary storage means comprises 
temporary memory buffers. 

[0094] Preferably the processing means includes second 
ary storage means for storing the images and corresponding 
sound recordings originally stored in the temporary storage 
means and Which are associated With the event. 

[0095] Preferably at least one Wide angle camera continu 
ously monitors the region under surveillance. 

[0096] Preferably the sound monitoring means comprises 
at least one microphone or sound recording device that 
records the ambient sound of the region under surveillance. 

[0097] Preferably the processing means includes second 
ary storage means for storing the images and corresponding 
sound recordings originally stored in the temporary storage 
means and Which are associated With the event. 

[0098] Preferably the secondary storage device comprises 
a hard disc of the processing means. 

[0099] Preferably the communication link is a Wireless 
and/or Internet enabled communication link for transmission 
of data including the images relating to the event from the 
processing means to a central facility. 

[0100] The invention still further provides a method of 
storing and managing evidence of traf?c violations and 
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events Which are detected and recorded by a plurality of 
violation detection and recording systems comprising the 
steps of: 

[0101] continuously communicating evidence of tra?ic 
violations and events to at least one server; 

[0102] providing real-time communications betWeen all 
violation detection and recording systems and the serv 
er(S); 

[0103] providing a database containing information 
relating to violations detected by the violation detection 
and recording systems; 

[0104] dividing the database according to the different 
access requirements of different categories of autho 
rised users With each user’s level of access and func 
tionality being automatically de?ned by their unique 
passWord and log-in process; 

[0105] alloWing broWser-based access to information 
held in the database or databases at a pre-de?ned level 
of authority for any authorised user using a computer 
With Internet connectivity; 

[0106] alloWing interactive access to and operation of 
the violation processing system for individual users to 
perform evidence management tasks required by the 
authorities operating the system. 

[0107] The invention also provides a method of detecting 
and recording an event comprising the steps of; 

[0108] continuously capturing and analysing ambient 
sound of a region under surveillance to detect a de?ned 

event; 

[0109] 
[0110] continuously capturing images of the region and 

temporarily storing those images; and 

monitoring the region by at least one camera; 

[0111] detecting a violation from the captured sound 
and identifying the stored images associated With the 
event so that the stored images can be processed to 
provide evidence of the event. 

[0112] In a fourth embodiment of the invention a violation 
processing solution utilises Internet connectivity to provide 
a central database that alloWs interactive access accessed by 
authorised users in any location. 

[0113] A further aspect of the invention is concerned With 
providing a tra?ic violation system and camera Which is 
more suitable for dome enclosures. 

[0114] The invention in a further aspect therefore provides 
a tra?ic violation detecting system, comprising: 

[0115] a ?xed camera for monitoring a plurality of lanes 
of a road and providing images of vehicles travelling in 
the lanes; 

[0116] a violation detecting system for detecting a traf 
?c violation in any one of said plurality of lanes; and 

[0117] a re?ecting system for selectively directing illu 
mination from said any one of said plurality of lanes to 
said camera so that When a violation occurs in any one 

of said lanes, the re?ecting system directs illumination 
from that lane to the camera so the camera can capture 
images of the violation occurring in that lane. 
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[0118] Thus, according to this aspect of the invention, a 
single camera can be used to provide images from a number 
of lanes Without the need to move the camera. A ?xed 
camera can be used because the re?ecting system Will re?ect 
illumination from the lane in Which a violation occurs to the 
camera. Thus, a motor need not be provided to move the 
camera and therefore the siZe of the camera is not limited by 
the poWer of a motor needed to control its movement. 
Because the camera need not be moved, if a mechanism is 
used to move the re?ecting system, the mechanism need be 
much smaller than that required to move the camera, less 
space is taken up in a dome enclosure. AloW cost camera can 
therefore be used and also a high poWered lens provided to 
overcome inherent limitations on the resolution of the 
images captured by the camera. Thus, the need for a larger 
motor or a bulkier dome is avoided. 

[0119] Preferably the re?ecting system comprises a mirror 
and an adjusting mechanism for moving the mirror so the 
mirror re?ects illumination from the said any one of the 
lanes to the camera. 

[0120] Preferably the violation detecting system provides 
information relating to the lane in Which a tra?ic violation is 
occurring, and the system further comprises a processor for 
receiving that information and for outputting control signals 
to control the mirror to thereby adjust the position of the 
mirror so as to re?ect illumination from the lane in Which the 
violation is occurring so the camera captures images of the 
violation in that lane. 

[0121] In another embodiment the re?ecting system com 
prises a plurality of ?xed mirrors, each for re?ecting illu 
mination from one of the plurality of lanes to a portion of an 
image capture component of the camera. 

[0122] Preferably the violation detecting system com 
prises: 

[0123] an inductive sensor for sensing When a red light 
phase of a tra?ic signal is present; and 

[0124] a vehicle detector for detecting When a vehicle is 
present in a speci?ed portion of the road. 

[0125] Preferably the inductive sensor is mounted in prox 
imity to an electric Wire for supplying electricity to activate 
the red light phase of the camera. 

[0126] Thus, in the preferred embodiment the sensor 
detects electricity ?oW through electric Wire Which supplies 
current to the red light of a tra?ic signal. HoWever, the 
sensor could be for detecting current ?oW to the green light 
or the amber light so that the red light phase is determined 
When there is no sensed current ?oW to either the green light 
or amber light of a tra?ic control signal. 

[0127] Preferably the vehicle detector comprises at least 
one ranging laser per lane for detecting the presence of the 
vehicle. 

[0128] Most preferably the vehicle detector comprises at 
least tWo ranging lasers per lane so that the lasers cannot 
only determine the presence of the vehicle, but also the 
speed at Which the vehicle is travelling. 

[0129] HoWever, in another embodiment, the vehicle 
detector may comprise a camera mounted perpendicular to 
vehicle ?oW along the road. 






























